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ABSTRACT 

The Control/Konitor system, built by the Kirtland Operation, 
of EGSG's Energy Measurements Group for Sandia Laboratories' 
Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator, will use a distributed-
microprocessor system interfaced to a minicomputer. The major 
purpose for the microprocessors and minicomputers is to 
organize the operation of the accelerator into systematic, 
preplanned sequences that will maximize the scientific output 
of the facility. 
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GLOSSARY 

A/D Analog to Digital 
D/A Digital to Analog 
DMA Direct Memory Access 
EKP Electromagnetic Pulse 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
LED Light Emitting Diodes 
RAM Random Access Memory 
RFI Radio Frequency Interference 
ROM Read Only Memory 
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FBFA CONTROL AND MONITOR SYSTEM 

INTRODUCTION 

'What happens if you zap a tiny deuterium-tritium pellet with a 30 
terauatt (30,000,000,000,000 watts), 35 nanosecond (35 billionttis of a 
second) ion beam ? Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, thinks you'll get 
nuclear fusion, and they are building the Particle Been Fusion Acceler
ator CP8FA) to prove it (Figure 1). The Kirtland Operations of EisBG's 
Energy Measurements Group has the responsibility for the design, devel
opment, and fabrication of the distributed-nicroprocessor system that 
controls and monitors the major PSFA subsystems. 

PBFA will employ the Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) process. 
If the process can compress the deuterium-tritium pellet to one or two 
thousand tiroes liquid density, heat it to about one hundred million de
grees and hold it all together for a few nanoseconds, the deuterium-
tritium should fuse together, producing helium, neutrons, and lots of 
energy. If we can figure out how to zap 1-10 pellets/second and harness 
the energy, we may be able to build a power plant and help solve the 
world's energy problems. 

PBFA is one of several approaches to Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) 
that is being studied today. Laser fusion is another Inertiel confinement 
approach. Particle beams have a much higher efficiency than the existing 
laser beam systems: =30S efficiency for PBFA vs. =0.1Z for glass laser 
systems. The higher efficiency will allow smaller, less expensive power 
plants. 

PBFA ws.s originally designed to produce a 2«0 megavoH, IS negaap 
pulse of electrons, but current pellet research favors light Ions. PBFA 
will have the capability to produce either electron or ion tteaos. PBFA 
will be upgraded in a second phase to produce a 100 terawatt beaa. 
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Figure 1. Aerial view oi PBPA Facility. 



( Gereld Yonas, manager of fusion, research at Sandia, has published an 
artT«j£*Mn Sc ient i f i c American that describes Sandia's fusion programs 
in more d e t a i l . 

Before describing EGSG's distributed-microprocessor* Control/Monitor 
system in d e t a i l , a functional descript ion of PBFA is in order. 

•"Fusion Power with Par t ic le Beams",\ Gerald^onas, Sc ient i f ic American 
November 1978. 
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PBFA OVERVIEW 

The accelerator consists of 36 i d e n t i c a l sections arranged in a rad ia l 

geometry with the c o l l e t in the center . Figure 'c shows a cutaway view of 

the acce le ra to r , which w i l l be contained in a c i r c u l a r tank s t ructure con

s i s t i n g of three concentric tanks. The large octagonal p i t under the tank 

w i l l house some of the t r i g g e r systems and experimental equipment. 

Each of the 36 acce lera tor sections consists of a Marx generator , an 

intermediate storage capac i tor , a t r iggered gas swi tch, a pulse-forming 

sec t ion , a vacuum i n s u l a t o r , and a s e l f magnet ical ly insulated transmission 

l i n e . A diagram of one accelerator i s shown in Figure 3 . The Marx genera

tors (Figure 4 ) are simply high voltage pulse generators. Each Marx gen

era tor has 32 capacitors tha t are charged in p a r a l l e l t o 100 k i l o v o l t s and 

discharged in ser ies t o produce a 3 .2 megavolt pulse. The 36 Marx genera

t o r s are t r i g g e r e d by 9 Marx Pulser Uni ts (MPU) which are t r iggered in turn 

by a smaller pulse generator . 

The Marx generators have considerable inductance, making them r e l a t i v e l y 

slow (700 nanosecond d ischarge) . The intermediate storage capaci tors 

(Figure 5) are used t o shorten t h i s t i m e . The intermediate storage capa

c i t o r s are dumped through the t r iggered gas switches into the pu lse -

forming l ines (Figure 5 ) , where m u l t i - p o i n t , s e l f - b r e a k i n g , water switches 

shorten the pulse t o about 35 nanoseconds. The output of each pulse-

forming section i s t ransmit ted through the vacuum insula tor t o the center 

of the acce lera tor *y a vacuum transmission l i n e (Figure 6 ) , a lso ca l l ed 

a magnet ica l ly - insu la ted transmission l ine, . 

The outer por t ion of the PBFA tank (Figure 7 ) w i l l hold about 300,000 

gal lons of transformer o i l for the Marx generators. The Kiddle port ion of 

the tank w i l l hold about 150,000 gal lons of deionized water for the pu lse -

forming l i n e s . The centra l port ion of the tank w i l l hold the experimental 

equipment, which i s present ly being designed. 
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Figure 2. Cutaway view of PBFA 
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Tigure 3. Cutaway view of one acce lera tor . 
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Figure 4. Marx Generator. 
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Figure 5. Storage capacitor, Trigatron switch, and pulse-forming line. 
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Figure 6, Vacuum transmission l i n e . 



Figure 7. PBFA tank. 



CONTROL/MONITOR SYSTEM 

The PBFA Control/Monitor system (Figure 8) u i l l u t i l i z e a d i s t r i bu ted -
microprocessor :ystem interfaced to a mini computer. The primary function 
of the distributed-microprossor system w i l l be to guide the accelerator 
operator through the pre-shot preparations and the charging and f i r i n g 
sequence, g iv ing him checkl ists and error messages at each step to ensure 
the accelerator i s properly configured for the intended experiment. 

The distributed-minroprocessor system w i l l also record operating data 
during the charging and f i r i n g sequence. The control system w i l l be capa
ble of charging and f i r i n g the accelerator remotely. This may be necessary 
i f gamma ray and neutron radiat ion in the Control/Monitor room exceeds safe 
leve ls . 

Control of the accelerator i s quite simple, consisting mainly of 
energizing solenoids and relays, and monitoring switch closures and slowly 
varying analog signals. PROTO I I , the prototype of PBFA, i s operated com
p le te ly manually. PBFA is more complex than PROTO I I , but i t could also be 
operated with simple manual controls. However, because of the high cost 
of construction and operation of the accelerator, i t is important to obtain 
good data from each shot. I t i s expensive and f rus t ra t ing to prepare a 
complex experiment and then lose the data bocau^e some de ta i l of the charg
ing and f i r i n g sequence was overlooked. 

An extensive system of diagnostic cables has been ins ta l led under the 
accelerators to the data acquisi t ion screen room where f « : * data w i l l be 
recorded for experiment and accelerator diagnostics. The oata acquis i t ion 
cable system has about 900 ind iv idua l , ha l f - inch , foam-flex cables with the 
e lec t r i ca ' lengths trimmed to wi th in less than one-tenth of a nanosecond. 

Each major PBFA subsystem w i l l have a control panel in the Contrc l / 
Monitor room. The Control/Monitor room is a screen room t o protect the 
operator and electronic components from EMP, which the accelerator i s 
expected to generate. A l l penetrations through the screen room wall w i l l 
have transient suppression diodes and RFI f i l t e r s . 
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Figure 8. Control/Monitor System block diagram. 



Sandia requested that the Control/Monitor systen have manual control 
capability for all of the subsystems. The manual controls ensure that the 
accelerator can be restored to a safe condition in the event a minicomputer 
or microprocessors are damaged by EMP. 

Sandia also requested that the Control/Monitor systen be automated to 
provide the operators with status information and check-lists to guide 
them through the many detailed steps necessary to carry out a successful 
experiment. Finally, Sandia wanted the capability to complete the final 
steps of the charging and firing sequence from a remote location, if nec
essary, to provide additional personnel protection from radiation. 

A distributed microprocessor system with a minicomputer for overall 
control was selected to meet these objectives. Figure 9 is a simplified 
block diagram of the Control/Monitor system. Each major subsystem will 
have manual control capability independent of the distributed micro
processor system. In some cases, such as the SF, system, thers will not 
be manual control capability in the screen room but manual controls will 
be provided elsewhere in the facility. 

The Control/Monitor system minicomputer shown in Figure 10 is an 
HP-100D system with 64,000 words of memory, two hard-disc drives, and two 
floppy-disc drives. The hard-disc drives will be used for software manage
ment. The dual floppy disc will be used to record accelerator data for 
malfunction diagnosis and archival shot records. 

The data acquisition system also has an HP-1000 computer which has 
more memory and more hard-disc storage. The data acquisition computer 
will be used to acquire and analyze shot data from 44 Tektronix 7912 ., 
transient digitizers. The two computers were procured on a bid basis 
from one computer manufacturer in order to have common software systems 
and a single maintenance contract. 

The Control /Monitor system software will all be programmed in FORTRAN,' 
the programming language most familiar to the accelerator users. 
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Figure 10. Control/Monitor room. 



Each major subsystem wil l contain a aicroprocessor with an IEEE-488 
interface to the ninicomputer. The microprocessor wil l ptrforra the control 
and monitor function? for the subsystem a id transmit subsystem status to 
the mir 'Computer over the IEEE-488 bus when the minicomputer requests sub
system status. Eacn subsystem microprocessor will accept control comaands 
from the minvconpute' i f the subsystem has betn manually switched to the 
computer mode. 

The Intel SBC 80 microprocessor zsird family was selected for the sub
systems. This card family is supported by several second sources. A broad 
selection of RAH, RON and I/O cards are available for i'c. Several manufac
turers supply compatible A/D, D/A and IEEE-488 cards. The SBC 80 micro
processor bus has Lien designed to faci l i ta te upgrading as new microproces
sors are introduced. PBFA wil l use an 8-bit microprocessor, but the SBC 80 
mother board has a 16-bit data bus so that the microprocessor can be up
graded to a 16-bit microprocessor simply by replacing the cards. 

One special purpose card was designed for PBFA. This card has the 
IEEE-488 interface and a 256-byte RAM that can be transferred over the 
IEEE-488 bus by DMA with a data rate of about 100 kilobytes per second. 
Host of the PBFA subsystems can be operated with the Intel SBC 5CMO C?U 
card which has 1k of RAM and 4k of ROM. This card does not support DMA 
with i ts onboard RAH. Without DMA capability, the data rate on the 
IEEE-488 bus would be too slow for PBFA, and a special-purpose card was 
designed to overcome this limitation. 

The IEEE-488 bus was selected for the PBFA Control/Monitor system 
because i t is reasonably fast and well standardized. A large number of 
manufacturers supply test equipment and other devices for the bus. The 
data acquisition system also uses the IEEE-488 bus to interface with the 
Tektronix 7912 digit izers. 

Host of the subsystems' control panels wil l have\hardwjre) connections 
to the timing and f ir ing unit, which will control the final 10 seconds of 
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the firing sequence. The timing and firing unit will be started when all 
subsystems are ready to fire and the flarx generators and trigger systems 
are charged. The timing and firing unit will automatically arm the trans
fer switches, close the vacuum valves, apply EHP protection to the ion 
gages, disconnect the trigger system power supplies, etc. 

Host of the major subsystems will also have (hardware! connections to 
the operator console. A master control panel at the operator console will 
have switches to select the accelerator mode, an abort button, an emergency 
fire button, and various safety override.switches. All safety interlocks 
and protective circuits will be hardwired through the master control panel. 

Each PEFA subsystem is unique, but the SF^ system is fairly typical. 
A detailed description of it will illustrate the application of the micro
processor systems. The major components of the SF, system are shown in 
Figure 11-

SF, <Sulfur Hexafluoride) is a high-voltage insulating gas that is 
used in the Marx generator swithces and in the trigatron switches. The 
Marx switches use SF- at =30 psij trigatron switches use SF, at =150 psi. 
These pressures will vary with the Marx-charging voltage and must be regu
lated and stabilized to the correct pressure before each shot. When the 
accelerator is idle, the 3F. pressure is reduced to >•> standby pressure 
which is set high enough to prevent oil or water from leaking into the 
switches. 

The SF, gas must be kept pure and free of dust that could cause pre-
fires- After each shot, the Marx switches and the trigatron switches must 
b,° purged with fresh gas to remove SF, decomposition products and switch 
debris. T!ie gas is quite expensive, so it is recycled through a reclaimer 
during the purge sequence and returned to a gas reservoir. The reclaimer 
does not have sufficient capacity to purge the Marx and trigatron switches 
simultaneously. 
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The Marx switches are purged by opening solenoid valves to the reclaimer, 
thereby allowing fresh gas to flow through the switches. Marx switches will 
be purged for about one minute. 

The trigatron switches have a single gas inlet/outlet port and are 
purged by f i rst closing solenoid valves to the supply and then opening 
solenoid valves to the reclaimer. The gas in the switches is allowed to 
flow to the reclaimer until the gas pressure has dropped to about 7 psi. 
The tr igat -on can then be repressureized for the next shot, or repressurizeri 
to the holding pressure. The trigatron purge sequence will take about a 
minute. 

Manual controls wil l be provided for purging the SF, swi+hces. The 
manual system wil l also be interfaced with the microprocessor, which wil l 
be programmed to perform the pressurizing and purging sequences 
automatically. 

The microprocessor will also transmit the status of the SF, system 
to the minicomputer. The operator will be able to check the status of the 
SF. system from a computer CRT terminal at the operator's console. At 
shot time, the mocroprocessor wil l record a l l pertinent SF, data for trans
mission to the minicomputer, which wi l l enter the data into the floppy-disc 
shot record. The SF. control panel wil l be interconnected with the operator 
console and timing and f i r ing unit. I f the accelerator is already charged 
when an SF. malfunction occurs, the shot wil l be inhibited and the operator 
wi l l be advised of the cause of the malfunction at the control console CRT 
terminal, m^must then decide what to do. Some of his options would be 
to override the •nhibitiiir., signal and proceed to shoot, shoot the Marx 
into dummy loads, discharge the Marx through grounding relays, force the 
Marx to self-break by reducing the SF, pressure, etc. 

The only cr i t ical fast-timing signals generated by the Control/Monitor 
system are thr two trigger signals that trigger the Marx generators and the 
trigatron switches. The f i rs t trigger f ires the Marx generator. The 
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second, which occur^aboubTOD nanoseconds later, f ires the trigatron 
switches when thejHarx generators! have reached ful l voltage. 

Four general-purpose trigger pulses wil l be provided for experi
ments. They wi l l be adjustable in 10-nanosecond increments to occur 
±5 milliseconds from shot time. 
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SUMMARY 

A lo t more can happen in 35 nanoseconds than f i r s t imagined. A 30 

^e-awatf^eam focused on a deuterium-tritium pellet wil l produce significant 
resjarch information on fusion, particularly in the area of fusion-produced 
commercial energy. 

PBFA's Control/Monitor system, designed, developed, and fabricated 
by the Kirtland Operation of EGSG's Energy Measurements Group, wil l use 
a distributed-microprocessor system interfaced to a "•licomputjr. The 
functions of the microprocessors are to transmit subsystem status to the 
minicomputer, receive commands from the minicomputer, and to automate 
subsystem functions, thus relieving the operator of time-consuming and 
tedious chores. 

The function of the minicomputer is to monitor the status of a l l sub
systems, and determine i f each subsystem status i j correct. I f not, i t 
wil l send commands to the subsystems to correct the condition or transmit 
alarms and error messapss to the operator. The minicomputer will also 
generate archival shot records. 

Eventually for safety reasons, i t may become necessary to f i re the 
PSFA remotely; the Control/Monitor system will have the capability for 
remote charging and f ir ing of the accelerato; -. 

The Control/Monitor system and a l l PBFA subsystems wil l be completed 
and ready to f i re in the summer of 1980. 
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